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Alternative therapies are being been used
increasingly in relation to employee health, with
techniques ranging from aromatherapy and
reflexology to shiatsu and acupuncture. But should
OH really be embracing such non-conventional
therapies? Angela Cottingham believes that
alternative therapies can complement mainstream
OH. John Humphrey disagrees.
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Pregnancy and maternity
According to the EOC, one million pregnant women
are likely to experience discrimination at work over
the next five years if current poor employment
practice continues. Diana Kloss explains the complex
law that governs the rights of women – and men –
in relation to pregnancy, maternity and parenthood.
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reps play key role in H&S
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… counselling for NHS staff … health and safety law
… key events in occupational health
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… roundup of regulatory changes, guidance,
campaigns and consultations
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Is work–life balance a medical issue? Employers and
employees should be working together to find
solutions.
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… rights to take risks at work … TUC wants changes
to corporate killing law … optical radiation directive
gets closer … nurses top absence league … plans for
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… healthcare trust had no ‘higher degree of
knowledge’ – Employment Appeal Tribunal rejects
tribunal decision in disability case
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Employee assistance
programmes
Can employee assistance programmes (EAPs) provide
more for employers than just legal protection against
negligence? Peter McBride believes that a
professionally delivered EAP can indeed benefit both
employers and their employees, but stresses the
importance of choosing the right provider.
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Sick notes 
John Ballard reviews the findings of two reports
commissioned by the DWP on the role of GPs in the
management of sickness absence and on whether
or not non-medical healthcare workers can take on
some of the work of GPs in the certification of
sickness absence.
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Bullying at work 
Alison Telfer explains what can constitute bullying,
how it can be investigated and resolved, and how
organisations can develop workplace cultures that
help to eradicate it.
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